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Neblus gains strength as it finds its path. A curious and silent
walker that ambles through the best terroirs, chasing the
inspiring clouds in the Chilean skies, to find the cultivars that
will lead to crafting of the finest wines. The place of choice
is the Casablanca Valley, where the sun, the rain and the fresh
breeze from the Pacific Ocean combine with a unique soil to
make the sky and the land coalesce into an icon wine. Neblus
is a sublime, concentrated and exceptional cool-climate Syrah
that retains its elegance and takes you to unsuspected places.
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VALLEY AND VINEYARDS

The vineyards that grow on the slopes of the Casablanca Valley’s highest
elevations produce the grapes that give life to the mystic Neblus walker.
They set their roots in the granite soil of variable depth of the Nimbus estate
located towards the west of the valley. Just a few kilometers from the Pacific
Ocean, this particular location increases the influence of the sea breeze, thus
favoring the production of cool-climate varieties. The morning fog usually lifts
around noon, giving way to sunny days with an average annual temperature
of 14.4° C.
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Clusters are handpicked and the best grapes are selected at the sorting
table
Grapes are cold-soaked for 5 days, prior to fermentation, and then
macerated for 30 days
70% of the grapes are fermented separately in open 2-tonne tubs where
they are manually punched down
30% of the grapes are fermented in French oak barrels
Malolactic fermentation takes place spontaneously in the barrel
Light filtration
The wine is aged for 16 months in French oak barrels.

TASTING NOTES

Color: Deep, intense purple. Aromas: Intense and complex nose of floral
aromas with touches of red fruit, blackberries and herbs against a backdrop
of smoke and spices. These aromas combine with abundant notes of black
pepper and some mineral, earthy nuances that are typical of the Casablanca
Valley. Palate: A concentrated and broad-shouldered wine dominated by
sweet, round tannins. Pleasant and persistent finish with a balanced acidity.

PAIRING SUGGESTION
A perfect wine to serve on a special occasion with a wagyu stew, duck
magret or toast with gorgonzola cheese.
TECHNICAL FACTS
Varieties: 100 % Syrah / Alcohol: 14.5° / Residual Sugar: 2.5 g/l
Acidity: 3.47 g/l / pH: 3.52

